Abstract. The analysis of fluorescence molecular tomography is important for medical diagnosis and treatment. Although the quality of reconstructed results can be improved with the increasing number of measurement data, the scale of the matrices involved in the reconstruction of fluorescence molecular tomography will also become larger, which may slow down the reconstruction process. A new method is proposed where measurement data are reduced according to the rows of the Jacobian matrix and the projection residual error. To further accelerate the reconstruction process, the global inverse problem is solved with level-by-level Schur complement decomposition. Simulation results demonstrate that the speed of the reconstruction process can be improved with the proposed algorithm.
Introduction
Biomedical optical imaging, a promising field, is expected to have widespread applications for medical diagnosis and the treatment of lethal diseases. 1 As one of the imaging methodologies, fluorescence molecular tomography (FMT) has received a lot of attention. 2 The fluorescent proteins and probes enable biomedical research, including protein function, gene expression, 3 drug discovery, 4 and cellular processes. 5 Much progress has been made in its technologies and applications. [6] [7] [8] [9] In the imaging methodology of FMT, the fluorescent compounds, called markers, are injected into the biological system and consequently accumulate in diseased tissue due to increased blood flow from tumor neovascularization. 10 The light at the excitation wavelength is launched at the surface of the tissue. The excitation wavelength is chosen to ease the biological tissue penetration and to optimally excite the injected markers. Subsequently, the fluorescence molecules absorb the light and are elevated into an excited state. Some proportion of the excited fluorescence molecules emits the light at a different wavelength as fluorescent light and returns to the ground state. 11 The process of reconstruction of tomographic data consists of two problems, i.e., a forward problem and an inverse problem. Given source positions and the photon transport model, the forward problem is to provide a prediction of the measurements based on a guess of system parameters. In the inverse problem, the values of system parameters are repeatedly updated from an initial guess to minimize the mismatch between the predicted and measurement data. The final spatial distribution of system parameters constitutes reconstructed images. 12 Generally, the image reconstruction of FMT is computationally complex mainly due to the largescale matrix computation. Although the quality of reconstructed results can be improved by increasing the number of measurement data, the scale of the matrices involved in the inverse problem will also become larger, which may slow down the process of reconstruction. In order to overcome that problem, we propose to reduce the measurement data according to the rows of a Jacobian matrix as well as the projection residual error. Additionally, the iterative methods based on the Schur complement system can be more efficient than those based on the global system. 13 The conditional number of the Schur complement of a matrix is never greater than that of the given matrix, hence the efficiency of iteratively solving linear systems can be significantly improved. Finally, the inverse problem based on the reduced measurement data is further decomposed level by level with the Schur complement system to be solved. Simulation results demonstrate that the speed of the reconstruction computation can be significantly improved with the proposed algorithm.
Forward Problem
The generation and propagation of the excitation and fluorescent light in tissues are well modeled by two diffusion equations with the photon density Φ x;m ðr; ωÞ at angular frequency ω and detected at position r.
14 The first diffusion equation depicts the propagation of the excitation light at the wavelength λ x over a bounded domain Ω as − ∇ · ½D x ðrÞ∇Φ x ðr; ωÞ þ k x ðr; ωÞΦ x ðr; ωÞ ¼ Q x ðrÞ on Ω;
(1)
where Q x ðrÞ is referred to as the excitation light source.
The excited fluorophore with the quantum efficiency η, fluorescence lifetime τðrÞ, and absorption coefficient μ axf ðrÞ constitutes a light source at the fluorescence wavelength λ m with the strength
The second diffusion equation describes the generation and propagation of the fluorescent light at the wavelength λ m as follows:
−∇·½D m ðrÞ∇Φ m ðr;ωÞþk m ðr;ωÞΦ m ðr;ωÞ¼Q m ðr;ωÞ on Ω:
The diffusion coefficient k x;m ðr; ωÞ and decay coefficient D x;m ðrÞ are given by k x;m ðr; ωÞ ¼ μ ax;mi ðrÞ þ μ ax;mf ðrÞ þ jω∕c; 
where μ ax;mf ðrÞ and μ ax;mi ðrÞ are, respectively, the absorption coefficients due to the fluorophore and nonfluorescing chromophore; μ 0 sx;m ðrÞ is the isotropic scattering coefficient; c is the speed of light in the medium; j ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffi −1 p ; and the symbol ∇ denotes the gradient operator.
Some boundary conditions are needed to solve the diffusion equations as Eqs. (1) and (2) . Herein, the Robin boundary condition is applied to the forward equations. In our work, the finite element method (FEM) is employed to solve the forward equations. In the framework of FEM, the domain Ω is partitioned into l nonoverlapping elements jointed at N vertex nodes. 15 Hence, based on FEM, Eqs. (1) and (2) can be expressed in a matrix notation as
where
The matrix A x;m has the following entries:
with Ω h as the bounded domain, Γ h as its boundary, and b x;m as the Robin boundary coefficients.
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Inverse Problem
The linearized inverse problem with the Tikhonov regularization can be depicted mathematically as
where Δx denotes the update vector of the optical or fluorescent properties, Δy denotes the projection residual error between the measured and the predicted data, J represents the Jacobian matrix, I is the identity matrix, and λ is the regularization parameter.
Measurement Data Reduction
The measurement data can provide information necessary to reconstruct the tomographic image. During the inverse reconstruction process, the measurement data relate to the Jacobian matrix and the projection residual error. Although the quality of the reconstructed image can be improved with the increment of the number of measurement data, the scale of the matrices involved in the reconstruction will also become larger, which may slow down the reconstruction process.
For a clear illustration of the above inference, we rewrite the residual data and the Jacobian matrix in the following component-wise forms:
and
Eqs. (12) and (13) are substituted into Eq. (11), which yields 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
. . . . .
From Eq. (14), one can see that the measurement data y i relates to the i'th row J i of the Jacobian matrix and the i'th element Δy i of the projection residual error. Therefore, the number of measurements determines the size of the Jacobian matrix and the residual vector, and hence the computational requirements of the inverse reconstruction. If the measurement data can be reduced, the scale of the Jacobian matrix and the projection residual error will consequently be reduced, thus the computational efficiency of inverse problem can be improved. However, such a reduction will inevitably reduce the reconstruction quality. Therefore, it will be very important to determine the impact of each measurement on the reconstruction quality. The one with the smallest impact on the reconstruction results will be removed from the measurement in our reconstruction. For such a purpose, we rewrite Eq. (14) as
In the aforementioned equation, we first focus on the rows of the Jacobian matrix. In the case when J i → 0, the following can be obtained:
The above equation holds since (16) can be further expanded as 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
. .
. . .
Comparing Eqs. (14) and (17), it can be seen that both the i'th row J i of the Jacobian matrix and the i'th element Δy i of Δy can be deleted as J i → 0 while solving Eq. (11) . This implies that the corresponding measurement data y i can be removed as J i → 0 when solving Eq. (11) .
Subsequently, we focus on the projection residual error. In the case when Δy i → 0, one obtains
The above equation holds since lim Δy i →0 Δy i J T i ¼ 0. From the right hand sides in Eqs. (17) and (18), it can be seen that both J i and Δy i can be deleted as Δy i → 0. The plausibility of such a strategy can also be deduced based on the following considerations. Since the tomographic image is reconstructed by minimizing the discrepancy between the measured and predicted data, the measurement data with the larger projection residual error will obviously have a greater effect on the reconstructed images. However, those with a smaller projection residual error will have less effect on the reconstructed results, hence they can be removed at the expense of a small reduction in reconstruction accuracy.
Upon comprehensive consideration of the above-mentioned two factors relating to the measurement data, we reduce the scale of the inverse problem in a way by deleting the measurement data whose corresponding rows of the Jacobian matrix or elements of projection residual error are very small. In such a way, the efficiency of reconstruction of the FMT can be improved with little accuracy lost.
In fact, each row in the Jacobian matrix corresponds to measurement data and each element in this row represents the sensitivity of that measurement data with respect to one node in the FEM mesh. The i'th row J i of the Jacobian matrix approaches 0, which indicates that the sensitivity for the corresponding measurement data is low. Herein, we use the sum of the absolute values of each row as an indicator for the judgment of whether it approaches 0. If such a sum is sufficiently small (being smaller than a predefined threshold), the scale of the Jacobian matrix and the projection residual error can be reduced at the expense of little accuracy loss in reconstruction upon deleting those corresponding rows and elements, respectively (i.e., deleting those measurement data). Therefore, the computational efficiency of the iterative process can be improved due to the reduction of the measurement data. Based on the above idea, let us introduce a parameter given by
Thus, given the predefined threshold a, the rows of an M × N Jacobian matrix can be deleted in such a way that, if the following condition is satisfied
J ij represents the element of the Jacobian matrix. This inequality indicates that the sensitivity for the corresponding measurement data is low and thus that row can be deleted. However, some prominent elements may exist in the row, while the sum of the absolute values of all the elements in that row is small. In that case, some useful information may be deleted, leading to poor reconstruction results. Therefore, another parameter with the corresponding condition is also introduced to determine whether a row in the Jacobian matrix should be deleted.
where k denotes a predefined threshold. In other words, if both of the inequalities (20) and (22) are satisfied, the row can be finally deleted. The process of measurement data reduction is described in Algorithm 1.
Image Reconstruction Based on the Schur Complement System
As already mentioned, the iterative methods based on the Schur complement system can efficiently solve large-scale problems. Therefore, in this paper, the image reconstruction of FMT is solved in the Schur complement system with a level-by-level decomposition as illustrated in Fig. 1 . For convenience, we restate Eq. (11) as
where K ¼ ðJ T J þ λIÞ and b ¼ J T Δy. Without confusion, both the reduced Jacobian matrix and the residual data are still represented by J and Δy, respectively.
Let us split the solution space R n into two subspaces, i.e., m-dimensional subspace V and ðn − mÞ-dimensional subspace W. Let ½ Γ Ψ be an orthonormal basis of that solution space R n . Consequently, we can construct the basis of the subspace V with columns of Γ ∈ R n×m and that of the subspace W with columns of Ψ ∈ R n×ðn−mÞ . Hence, the solution to Eq. (23) (i.e., Δx) can be formulated with the above bases of the two subspaces as V and W by
where v and w, respectively, denote the projections of Δx on the subspaces V and W. We assume that the i'th-level subsystem is given bỹ 
Delete the i'th row J i of the Jacobian matrix and Δy i ;
end if end for
Output Δy and J. 
Indeed, the condition number of matrixK ðiþ1;2jÞ is smaller than that of matrixK ði;jÞ . 13 Herein, we use the biconjugate gradient method to solve Eq. (27). 18 In practice, the biconjugate gradient method is employed to solve the large-scale systems with high efficiency in many cases. 19 Similarly, Δx ðiþ1;2j−1Þ is also solved in the Schur complement system bỹ 25) can be further decomposed into the i þ 1th-level subsystems as Eqs. (27) and (32). After obtaining the solutions at the i þ 1th level Δx ðiþ1;2j−1Þ and Δx ðiþ1;2jÞ , they are directly substituted into Eq. (26) so as to obtain the i'th-level solution Δx ði;jÞ . The steps of the reconstruction algorithm are expressed in pseudo-code in Algorithm 2.
Results and Discussion
In order to test the algorithms proposed in this paper, a simulated phantom with two objects of different shapes is created, as shown in Fig. 2 . The optical and fluorescent parameters of the simulated phantom are provided in Table 1 . A symmetric circular configuration of four light sources and 30 detectors is arranged around the edge of the simulated phantom. To achieve better reconstructed results with relatively low computational requirements, the reconstruction is implemented based on an adaptively refined mesh. During the process of mesh generation, some a priori information derived from other imaging modalities such as the structural imaging can be incorporated. The reconstructed domain is first uniformly discretized according to the Delaunay triangulation scheme, after which the uniform mesh is then adaptively refined in combination with the a priori information. The areas with fine details should be reconstructed with high resolution, whereas other areas composed mainly of the low-frequency component with little variation can be reconstructed with low resolution to reduce the computational requirements and also to improve the ill-posedness. Based on this idea, an a priori image [see Fig. 3 ] is introduced to generate an adaptively refined mesh with a total of 148 vertex nodes [see Fig. 4(a) ]. Figures 4(b) and 4(c) show the globally coarse mesh with 91 vertex nodes and the globally fine mesh with 169 vertex nodes, respectively. Algorithm 2. Reconstruction for FMT.
Step 1: Initialize x with a guess;
Step 2: Calculate Δy and J at x in the global system of Eq. (23) Step 5: Repeat Steps 2-4 until kΔx ð0;1Þ k < δ; For convenience, the thresholds a and b are chosen by
To determine a proper threshold for g i , we analyze the distribution of the elements in the rows of the Jacobian matrix with one source. Based on this distribution, the distributions of f i and g i can be calculated [see Fig. 5 ]. From  Fig. 5 , we notice that most of g i are smaller than the 20% that can be set as the value of k in Algorithm 1.
In order to test the performance of the algorithms without noise, forward-simulation results without noise are directly used for reconstruction. The reconstructed result of the absorption coefficient μ axf from the traditional method is depicted in Fig. 6(a) Table 2 lists the performance of reconstructions in terms of the computation time and mean square error (MSE) to assess the reconstruction quality. Herein, the definition of MSE is expressed as follows:
where N is the number of nodes. The superscript ori denotes the original distribution of the optical or fluorescent parameters, and rec denotes the values obtained using reconstruction algorithms.
As can be clearly seen, the MSE of the results from our proposed method is a little bit larger than that of the result from the traditional method, while the computation time of our algorithm is much smaller than that of the traditional method. In other words, our algorithm can significantly accelerate the reconstruction process with a small sacrifice in the reconstruction accuracy.
In all of the following simulations, Gaussian random noise with a signal-to-noise ratio of 10 dB is added to the forward-simulation results to investigate the performance of the algorithms in the presence of noise. In order to investigate the effect of mesh density on the reconstruction, reconstructions are performed on three different mesh densities as depicted in Fig. 4 . The reconstruction results of the Optical Engineering 073114-6 July 2015 • Vol. 54 (7) absorption coefficient μ axf on different meshes are shown in Fig. 7 , with 7(a), 7(b), and 7(c) corresponding, respectively, to the reconstruction result based on the adaptively refined mesh, the globally coarse mesh, and the globally fine mesh.
The reconstructed results in Fig. 7 are obtained using the proposed algorithm. To quantitatively assess the quality of the reconstructed images on different meshes, Table 3 summarizes the evaluation results in terms of the computation time and MSE. From this table, we can see that the MSE of the reconstructed image based on the adaptively refined mesh is much smaller than that based on the globally coarse mesh, whereas it is a little bit larger than that based on the globally fine mesh. However, the computational requirements of the algorithm based on the adaptively refined mesh can be significantly reduced relative to that based on the uniform fine mesh, i.e., we can achieve a significant computational reduction at the sacrifice of a small reconstruction accuracy by using the reconstruction algorithm based on the adaptively refined mesh.
To illustrate the superiorities of the proposed algorithm, the comparison is made between two algorithms by running them on our simulated data [see Fig. 8 ], where the value of c is set to 0.05 in the proposed algorithm. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) depict the reconstructed images without using the reduced measurement data and using the proposed method, respectively.
The quantitative performance of reconstruction is given in Table 4 to further evaluate the reconstruction quality. As one can see from Table 4 , the reconstruction based on the proposed algorithm runs much faster than the method without using the reduced measurement data, while the MSE based on the former is a little higher than that based on the latter. This means that our algorithm can greatly accelerate the reconstruction with the expense of a little reduction in the reconstruction accuracy. Therefore, the proposed algorithm can provide a relatively high reconstruction quality with low computational requirements.
As already mentioned, the entire proposed algorithm consists of two techniques described in Secs. 3.2 and 3.3. In order to further investigate the contribution to the performance from each technique involved in the algorithm, Fig. 9 illustrates the reconstructed images with the method of reduced measurement data and the proposed method. Table 5 summarizes the performance of reconstruction methods for quantitative comparisons. As can be observed from Table 5 , the method of reduction of measurement data contributes about 68% of the reconstruction acceleration, and the method of the Schur complement system contributes about 32% of the reconstruction acceleration. In addition, reduction of the measurement data may increase MSE, whereas the method of the Schur complement system can decrease the MSE by about 4%, and hence, can help to improve the quality of the reconstruction.
In order to assess the impact of the threshold on the computation time and the MSE, the proposed algorithm is implemented with different values of threshold c. Table 6 summarizes the quantitative performance of reconstruction under different values of c. From Table 6 , it can be clearly seen that the larger threshold results in a relatively higher MSE, while the reconstruction speed can be improved. This is due to the fact that more information for reconstruction will lost and the scale of the inverse problem will be reduced as the threshold becomes larger. Therefore, our algorithm is able to significantly speed up the reconstruction process at the expense of a small reduction in imaging accuracy with suitable thresholds.
Conclusions
In this work, we have developed a new method based on the reduced measurement data in combination with the Schur complement system for image reconstruction of FMT. In this method, the measurement data are reduced according to the rows of the Jacobian matrix as well as the projection residual error. The global system is then solved in the Schur complement system to further accelerate the process of Fig . 9 Reconstructed images of absorption coefficient μ axf based on (a) reduction of the measurement data and (b) proposed algorithm. image reconstruction. A study has been conducted on simulated data to compare the proposed method and the method without using the reduced measurement data. Simulation results demonstrate that our algorithm is able to afford great computation acceleration for the reconstruction process with a little bit sacrifice of the reconstruction accuracy. Consequently, it will reduce the cost and the amount of image data required for accurate reconstruction.
